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Atomistic simulations of kinks in 1Õ2aŠ111‹ screw dislocations in bcc tantalum

Guofeng Wang,* Alejandro Strachan,† Tahir Çağın, and William A. Goddard III‡

Materials and Process Simulation Center, Beckman Institute (139-74), California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California 91125, USA

~Received 16 May 2003; revised manuscript received 12 August 2003; published 5 December 2003!

Two types of equilibrium core structures~denoted symmetric and asymmetric! for 1/2a^111& screw dislo-
cations in bcc metals have been found in atomistic simulations. In asymmetric~or polarized! cores, the central
three atoms simultaneously translate along the Burgers vector direction. This collective displacement of core
atoms is called polarization. In contrast, symmetric~nonpolarized! cores have zero core polarization. To
examine the possible role of dislocation core in kink-pair formation process, we studied the multiplicity,
structural features, and formation energies of 1/3a^112& kinks in 1/2a^111& screw dislocations with different
core structures. To do this we used a family of embedded atom model potentials for tantalum~Ta! all of which
reproduce bulk properties~density, cohesive energy, and elastic constants! from quantum mechanics calcula-
tions but differ in the resulting polarization of 1/2a^111& screw dislocations. For dislocations with asymmetric
core, there are two energy equivalent core configurations@with positive ~P! and negative~N! polarization#,
leading to 2 types of~polarization! flips, 8 kinds of isolated kinks, and 16 combinations of kink pairs. We find
there are only two elementary kinks, while the others are composites of elementary kinks and flips. In contrast,
for screw dislocations with symmetric core, there are only two types of isolated kinks and one kind of kink
pair. We find that the equilibrium dislocation core structure of 1/2a^111& screw dislocations is an important
factor in determining the kink-pair formation energy.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.224101 PACS number~s!: 62.20.Fe, 61.72.Lk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plastic deformation in metals and semiconductors is c
trolled by the properties of dislocations and the interactio
of dislocations with each other and with other defects in
crystal. Hence, knowledge of the structure, self-energy,
evolution patterns of dislocations is essential for understa
ing plastic deformation of materials and for developing m
soscopic models of deformation processes.1–4 Useful infor-
mation on dislocations has been obtained from such h
resolution experimental techniques as high-resolut
transmission electron microscopy~HRTEM! and scanning
tunneling microscopy~STM!, however, many important de
tails of the structural and energetic properties of dislocati
remain beyond the resolution of current experimental me
ods. Thus atomistic computer simulations are needed to
vide insight about the nature and properties of dislocation5,6

In bcc metals at low temperatures, the crystal lattice
sists to the motion of screw dislocations more strongly th
to edge dislocations.7 Thus, the mobility of screw disloca
tions governs the plastic deformation behavior of these
terials in this temperature range. In previous atomistic sim
lations at zero temperature,8–11 the screw dislocation ha
been considered to move in a rigid, collective fashion le
ing to Peierls stresses of about 1022 m ~wherem is the shear
modulus of the crystal!. However, the observation of a rap
decrease of the Peierls stress with increasing temperature
plies that at finite temperatures the screw dislocations m
by formation and subsequent migration of kinks pairs rat
than by translation of a straight dislocation.12 The kink is a
piece of dislocation connecting a dislocation segment tha
in an equilibrium position to another segment in a neighb
ing equilibrium position.

The concept of kinks and the role of kinks in describi
0163-1829/2003/68~22!/224101~15!/$20.00 68 2241
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plastic flow behavior of crystal were first treated mathema
cally in the framework of elasticity theory by Seeger a
Schiller.13 Kolar et al.14 made the first direct observation o
the dislocation kinks using atomic resolution transmiss
electron microscopy~TEM! on partial dislocations in Si. In
the last two decades, many mesoscale plasticity models~for
instance, Ref. 4! use the kink-pair mechanism to describe t
motion of dislocations. These theoretical models require
accurate description of dislocation kinks, which can be p
vided by atomistic simulations.

Based on atomistic simulations, Seegeret al.15 proposed
that the dislocation cores for 1/2a^111& screw dislocations in
a-Fe were polarized and then explained the multiplicity
kinks and the existence of~polarization! flips. In two classi-
cal papers,16,17 Duesbery studied the structures, Peie
stresses, and formation energies of the isolated kinks
1/2a^111& screw dislocations in K anda-Fe. Later, Duesbery
and Basinski18 showed that the atomistic simulation resu
for kink pair generation and migration agreed with the e
perimental flow stress data for potassium~K!. Recently, the
formation energies of kinks in screw dislocations in Ta~Ref.
9! and Mo~Ref. 19! have been determined much more acc
rately in simulations using Green’s function boundary con
tions.

In bcc metals, two types of screw dislocation cores ha
been found in atomistic simulations~asymmetric cores in
Refs. 20, 21, and 22 and symmetric cores in Refs. 9, 22,
and 24!. In this paper, we investigate how the character
the equilibrium core structure~asymmetric or symmetric! af-
fects the properties of the kinks in 1/2a^111& screw disloca-
tions using Ta as a model bcc metal. To do that, we de
oped a family of first-principles-based force fields~FFs! for
Ta. Each force field is optimized to fit a range of propert
from the ab initio calculations, but adjusted to have ve
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. The schematic representation of t
model system used in simulations. In this mod
regionsA andC contain the equilibrium disloca-
tion quadruples. Atomic positions in regionB are
determined based on elasticity theory to smoo
out the configuration misfit. The vectorn starts
from the center of the dislocation in regionA and
points to the dislocation in the regionC. In our
simulations,n can only be 0~flips!, 1/3a@112̄#

~right kinks! or 1/3a@ 1̄1̄2# ~left kinks!. The
shaded regions indicate the fixed boundari
which are 5b thick, in the simulation. The cell
parameters are 5a@112̄#, 9a@11̄0#, and
150a/2@111#.
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different dislocation core characters. This leads to three fo
fields, which we denote asqEAMi ( i 51, 2, and 3!. We have
recently used this family of force fields to study the relati
between Peierls stresses and core properties of 1/2a^111&
screw dislocations in bcc Ta.25 In this paper, we show how
the multiplicity, structural features, and formation energies
1/3a^112& kinks for 1/2a^111& screw dislocations depend o
the character~asymmetric or symmetric! of dislocation cores.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. S
tion II describes the details of the periodic/fixed bounda
simulation models used in the calculations. Section III d
scribes the different core configurations of 1/2a^111& screw
dislocations and the differences in ourqEAM FFs. Section
IV reports our results on the multiplicity, structural feature
and formation energies of the isolated kinks in 1/2a^111&
screw dislocations with asymmetric cores. Section IV a
summarizes and explains the trend of the kink format
energy for screw dislocations with asymmetric core. Furt
we discuss the inherent relationship between different kin
Section V reports our results of kink properties f
1/2a^111& screw dislocations with symmetric core. Finall
our conclusions and further discussion are given in Sec.

II. THE PERIODIC ÕFIXED BOUNDARY SIMULATION
MODEL

A. Description of simulation model

To study kinks in dislocations, we use the simulati
model shown schematically in Fig. 1. The model is orth
rhombic and the three axes are aligned with the@112̄#, @11̄0#,
and @111# crystal directions. To construct kinks we consid
three distinct regions~denoted asA, B, andC in Fig. 1! in the
@111# direction.

RegionsA andC contain four equilibriuma/2^111& screw
dislocations arranged as a quadrupole, in which there are
pair of dislocations with Burgers vectorb5a/2@111# and
one pair of dislocations with Burgers vectorb5a/2@ 1̄1̄1̄#.
The atomic positions in regionsA and C were obtained by
energy minimization using theqEAM FFs for a three-
dimensional periodic cell containing perfect straight dislo
tions initially constructed with elasticity theory. The pos
22410
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tions of the dislocations in regionsA andC differ by a vector
n ~pointing from the equilibrium dislocation center in regio
A to the equilibrium dislocation center in regionC as indi-
cated in Fig. 1!.

The initial atomic displacements relative to the perfe
crystal for atoms in regionB ~representing the unrelaxe
kink! were obtained from elasticity theory by the followin
equations:

Dd@111#
B ~r !5~12a!•Dd@111#

A ~r !1a•Dd@111#
C ~r ! ~1!

with

a5
h~r !

hB
, ~2!

where Dd@111#
A (r ) and Dd@111#

C (r ) are the atomic displace
ments determined from elasticity theory for the atom po
tioned atr in the regionB caused by the periodic dislocatio
quadruples in regionsA andC, respectively. The origin ofr
is set as the left-front corner of the regionB. hB is the height
of the regionB in the@111# direction, andh(r ) is the distance
in the @111# direction from this atom to the interface betwee
the regionsA and B. Thus, Dd@111#

B (r )5Dd@111#
A (r ) at the

boundary between regionsA and B, Dd@111#
B (r )5Dd@111#

C (r )
at the boundary between regionsB and C, Dd@111#

B (r ) is a
linear combination ofDd@111#

A (r ) and Dd@111#
C (r ) depending

on h(r )/hB inside the regionB. Therefore, the central regio
B is constructed to smooth out the interfacial misfit betwe
regionsA andC.

After constructing the initial kink as described above, w
relaxed the whole model crystal to its minimum energy sta
The obtained kinks in the screw dislocations are found to
smooth and continuous. In these simulations, we impo
periodic boundary conditions on both (112)̄ and (11̄0) sur-
faces and fixed boundary conditions on both ends of
simulation cell in the@111# direction. The fixed regions are
5b ~;14.4 Å! thick @larger than the cutoff radius~9 Å! of the
qEAM FFs# and the atomic positions there correspond to
equilibrium dislocation quadruples. Thus, the movable ato
1-2
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ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS OF KINKS IN 1/2a^111& . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 224101 ~2003!
interacting with the fixed boundaries in the simulation effe
tively interact with an infinite equilibrium dislocation qua
druple.

Our studies employed a simulation cell whose geome
was 5a@112̄#, 9a@11̄0#, and 150a/2@111#. As indicated in
Fig. 1, the length of regionsA, B, andC are LA570b, LB

510b, and LC570b, respectively. Our model contain
40 500 atoms~37 800 movable! in the simulation cell.

B. Evaluation of the kink formation energy

The atomic strain energy is defined to be the energy
each atom in the model system minus the atomic cohe
energy in perfect bcc crystal. We calculated the total str
energy of the relaxed simulation cell@Ed(cell)# by summing
the atomic strain energies for all movable atoms in the sim
lation cell. This energy includes the self-energies of the
fective ~kink or flip! dislocations@Ed(self)# and the interac-
tion energy between them@Ed(inter)#. In the case of a
quadrupole of perfect~straight! dislocations in equilibrium,
the total energy@Ep(cell)# can also be calculated with simp
3D periodic boundary conditions~the fixed boundaries in
Fig. 1 are removed!. This total energyEp(cell) can also be
expressed as the self-energy of the perfect disloca
@Ep(self)# plus the interaction energy between the perf
dislocations@Ep(inter)#.

The dislocation defect~kink or flip! formation energy is
the self-energy difference between the isolated disloca
with the defect and the perfect dislocation. Thus the intrin
defect formation energy (DEf) is expressed as
-

h
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DEf5
1

4
@Ed~cell!2Ep~cell!#2

1

4
@Ed~ inter!2Ep~ inter!#.

~3!

In Eq. ~3!, the first term1
4 @Ed(cell)2Ep(cell)# ~the differen-

tial cell energy! is obtained directly from the simulation
while the second term2 1

4 @Ed(inter)2Ep(inter)# ~the inter-
action correction! is nonzero only for kinks~a flip does not
affect the elastic behavior of a dislocation! and in this work
is obtained from elasticity theory.

The interaction energy between two dislocations w
kinks and the interaction energy between two straight dis
cations can be calculated by summing the interaction con
butions from all piecewise straight segments. This appro
has been used to derive the elastic energy of the kink pa
the same dislocation.26 Thus, the converged value of the se
ond term in Eq.~3! can be obtained by summing the pa
interactions in the 2D periodic quadruple of the kinked d
locations and the straight dislocations.

Approximating the shape of the kink as straight disloc
tion segment with widthw along the dislocation line and
height h normal to the dislocation and using isotropic ela
ticity, we calculated the interaction energy difference b
tween a pair of dislocations with kink and a pair of straig
dislocations, denoted asW(L1 ,L2), using the following
equations:

R0~L1 ,L2!52AL1
21L2

22AL1
21~L22h!2

2AL1
21~L21h!2, ~4a!

Rw~L1 ,L2!52AL1
21L2

22Aw21L1
21~L22h!2

2Aw21L1
21~L21h!2, ~4b!
I ~L1 ,L2!5Rw~L1 ,L2!2
2hL2

Aw21h2
lnFAL1

21L2
21

hL2

Aw21h2G1
hL21w21h2

Aw21h2
lnFAw21L1

21~L21h!21
hL21w21h2

Aw21h2 G
1

hL22w22h2

Aw21h2
lnFAw21L1

21~L22h!21
hL22w22h2

Aw21h2 G , ~4c!

W~L1 ,L2!5
mb1b2

4p FR0~L1 ,L2!1
w2

w21h2 I ~L1 ,L2!G1
mb1b2

4p~12n! Fh2L1
2
•@ I ~L1 ,L2!1Rw~L1 ,L2!#

h2L1
21w2~L1

21L2
2!

1
h2w2L2

2
•I ~L1 ,L2!

~w21h2!@h2L1
21w2~L1

21L2
2!#

G . ~4d!
la-
ed
In the above equations,L1 andL2 are the separation dis
tances between dislocations in the@112̄# and@11̄0# directions;
w andh are the kink width and kink height, respectively;b1

andb2 are the Burgers vectors of the two dislocations. T
shear modulusm is equal toC44 and the Poisson ration
5C12/(C111C12).
e

III. EQUILIBRIUM DISLOCATION CORE STRUCTURES

A. Asymmetric core and symmetric core

We used elasticity theory to construct the initial simu
tion cell with a screw dislocation quadruple. Then, we us
the variousqEAM FFs ~see Sec. III B! to minimize the total
1-3
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energy of the quadruple to obtain the equilibrium dislocat
configuration. We find for 1/2a^111& screw dislocations tha
qEAM1 FF leads to an asymmetric screw dislocation c
while both theqEAM2 andqEAM3 FFs lead to symmetric
dislocation core configurations. In the following we show t
difference between two types of core structures by using
ferential displacement maps, relaxation maps, planar
placement maps, and atomic strain energy distributions.

1. Differential displacement maps

The differential displacement~DD! maps20 in Fig. 2 show
the strain field generated by the screw dislocations. In th
plots, the circles represent atomic positions projected in
~111! plane and the arrows indicate the relative displa
ments in the@111# direction of the neighboring atoms wit
reference to their positions in the perfect bcc crystal. Amo
the projected atoms, black circles stand for the atoms fart
from the reader while shaded circles represent the at
closest to the reader in the@111# direction, which is perpen-
dicular to the map. Thedirection of the arrow represents th
sign of the relative displacement and themagnitudeis pro-
portional to the relative displacement between the co
sponding atoms. When the arrow touches the centers o
two atoms, the relative displacement between these two
oms isb/3.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the DD maps for two equilib
rium asymmetric dislocation cores from theqEAM1 FF

FIG. 2. The differential displacement maps for the equilibriu
dislocation core configurations:~a! N-type asymmetric core,~b!
P-type asymmetric core, and~c! symmetric core. The@111# direc-
tion is normal to the paper. For clarity, the relative displaceme
less than 1/12b are not shown in the figures.
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simulations. These figures show that the asymmetric c
spreads out in threê112& directions on the$110% planes.
There are six equivalent̂112& directions on the projected
~111! plane, leading to two kinds of asymmetric core co
figurations that are energy degenerate. In contrast, Fig.~c!
shows that the equilibrium dislocation core predicted fro
both qEAM2 andqEAM3 FFs are symmetric and compa
with no preferential extension in any direction. Thus, th
type of the dislocation core is called symmetric core.

In bcc crystals, the asymmetric core breaks the twof
rotation symmetries (C2) around the threê110& directions
perpendicular to the dislocation axis while the symmet
core has fullD3 symmetry.23

2. Relaxation maps

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! depict the differences in the@111#
displacement for each atom between the relaxed posit
obtained withqEAM1 FF and those calculated using elast
ity theory. In these plots, the circles represent the same
jected atoms in the~111! plane as those in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!
and only the direction and magnitude of the@111# displace-
ment differences for the central six columns of atoms
displayed. The magnitude of the@111# displacement differ-
ences for all other atoms except the six columns closes

ts

FIG. 3. The relaxation maps for the equilibrium dislocation co
configurations:~a! N-type asymmetric core,~b! P-type asymmetric
core, and~c! symmetric core. The@111# direction is normal to the
paper. The magnitudes of such relaxation~in Å! for the central six
columns of atoms~the relaxation for the other atoms is less th
0.05 Å! are printed next to the corresponding atom.
1-4
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the dislocation line is less than 0.05 Å (0.017b). The most
important result in these maps is that the three central at
of the dislocation relax simultaneously by 0.267 Å (0.09b)
in the @1̄1̄1̄# direction for anN- ~negative! type core@shown
in Figs. 2~a! and 3~a!# or in the @111# direction for theP-
~positive! case@shown in Figs. 2~b! and 3~b!#. This phenom-
enon is called dislocation polarization.15 We find that the
P-type dislocation cores spread along the@1̄ 1̄ 2#, @1̄ 2̄ 1̄#, and
@2 1̄ 1̄# directions while theN-type dislocation cores sprea
along the@1 1 2̄#, @1 2̄ 1#, and @2̄ 1̄ 1̄# directions in the DD
maps, regardless of the orientation of Burgers vector.

We define the magnitude of the dislocation core polari
tion by Eq.~5!:

p5
udBC2dABu1udDE2dCDu1udFA2dEFu

b
, ~5!

wheredXY ~X, Y5A, B, C, D, E, or F! is the relative dis-
placement between two neighboring atoms in the two c
umns denoted asX andY in Fig. 3~c! andb is the magnitude
of the dislocation Burgers vector. Using Eq.~5!, the polar-
ization for the asymmetric core from theqEAM1 FF is p
50.81. Our definition@Eq. ~5!# of dislocation polarization is
equivalent to the previous definition proposed in Ref. 9.
favor the definition presented here because it is solely ba
on the relaxed atomic positions of the central six atoms in
dislocation core. In contrast, the previous definition on
considers the relaxation of the central three atoms and
quires a comparison with the elasticity theory solution.

On the other hand, the relaxation map for the symme
cores does not show any major relaxation in the@111# direc-
tion between the atomistic results and the elasticity the
predictions@see Fig. 3~c!#. Using the definition in Eq.~5! the
symmetric cores obtained from theqEAM2 or qEAM3 FFs
have polarization of only about 1024. Thus, polarization is a
useful quantity to distinguish the asymmetric and symme
dislocation cores.

3. Planar displacement maps

Planar displacement maps display the atomic displa
ments in the~111! plane for the atoms close to the disloc
tion line. Figure 4 shows the planar displacement maps
1/2a^111& screw dislocations with anN-type asymmetric
core@Fig. 4~a!#, a P-type asymmetric core@Fig. 4~b!#, and a
symmetric core@Fig. 4~c!#. In these maps, the circles repr
sent the same atoms as those in the DD maps~Fig. 2! and
relaxation maps~Fig. 3!. The arrows here indicate the atom
displacement for each atom in the~111! plane between the
relaxed screw dislocation and the perfect bcc lattice.

In the asymmetric dislocation cores from ourqEAM1 FF
simulations, the central three atoms~atomB, D, andF in the
figure! are displaced in the~111! plane by 0.08 Å, the atom
A, C, andE by 0.09 Å, and all the other atoms by less th
0.06 Å.

In contrast, the planar atomic displacements for the sy
metric core are much smaller~0.003 Å for the atomsB, D,
andF, 0.011 Å for the atomsA, C, andE, and less than 0.009
Å for the other atoms!.
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In addition to the magnitudes, the in-plane atomic d
placements for asymmetric cores and symmetric cores h
different spatial distributions. All the in-plane atomic di
placements around a symmetric core are in the radial di
tion starting from the dislocation center. However, the d
placements around the asymmetric cores deviate from
radial direction originating from the dislocation center. F
instance, the~111! atomic displacements for atomsB, D, and
F rotate by about 81°~clockwise for theN-type asymmetric
core and anticlockwise for theP-type asymmetric core! from
the radial direction; while the displacements for the atomsA,
C, andE rotate by a smaller angle of about 15°~anticlock-
wise for theN-type asymmetric core and clockwise for th
P-type asymmetric core!.

There is not yet any convincing experimental eviden
showing whether the core of 1/2a^111& screw dislocations is
asymmetric or symmetric in bcc metals. These planar d
placement maps should be helpful for interpreting the hi
resolution transmission electron microscopic~HRTEM! char-
acterizations of screw dislocation core structures in b
metals. For example, to reach a concrete conclusion, the
vious experimental results in Ref. 27 should be analyzed
focusing only on the central six atoms.

FIG. 4. The planar displacement maps for the equilibrium d
location core configurations:~a! N-type asymmetric core,~b! P-type
asymmetric core, and~c! symmetric core. The@111# direction is
normal to the paper. To show clearly the spatial distribution of
in-plane displacements, the arrows have been magnified by a fa
of 20 in asymmetric cores@~a! and ~b!# and a factor of 200 in
symmetric core@~c!# with reference to the lattice constant. For cla
ity, the atomic displacements less than 0.04 Å are not shown in~a!
and the displacements less than 0.004 Å are not shown in~b!.
1-5
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4. Atomic strain energy distribution

As already mentioned the strain energy associated w
each atom in the simulations is calculated as the differe
between the atomic energy in the model crystal compare
the atomic energy in the perfect bcc crystal. We calcula
the atomic strain energy distributions for the relaxed dislo
tion quadruple with 5670 atoms~with cell size X
59^112&a, Y515̂ 110&a, andZ57/2̂ 111&a). In the asym-
metric dislocation core~obtained using theqEAM1 FF!, a
group of six atoms has atomic strain energies between 0
to 0.175 eV, a second group of six atoms has atomic st
energies ranging from 0.065 to 0.085 eV, and the other at
have atomic strain energies less than 0.05 eV. In compari
in the symmetric dislocation core~obtained using the
qEAM2 FF!, there is only one group of six atoms wit
atomic strain energies higher than 0.05 eV. Their atom
strain energies range from 0.175 to 0.195 eV, which is lar
than the energy range of the first group of six atoms in
asymmetric core. In both types of dislocation cores, the
atoms with the highest atomic strain energies are closes
the dislocation line corresponding to the six atoms lettere
Fig. 3~c!.

B. Differences in our threeqEAM FFs

In our study, the interactions among atoms are descri
using a family of embedded atom model potentials~denoted
qEAM FFs! developed to reproduce a large quantity of da
obtained from quantum mechanics calculations. The fu
tional form is based on that proposed by Chantasiriwan
Milstein.28 All the qEAM FFs were parametrized to the
same set ofab initio data that includes:~i! zero temperature
energy and pressure as a function of volume~including large
compressions and expansions! for various phases bcc, fcc
andA15, ~ii ! elastic constants,~iii ! vacancy and surface for
mation energies, and~iv! energetics of a shear deformation
the twinning direction that takes the bcc crystal back to its
Reference 29 gives the details of the force field optimizat
procedure.

Table I shows that the threeqEAM FFs lead to similar
lattice parameters and elastic constants for bcc Ta at 0
Moreover, they also lead to similar generalized staking fa
~also known asg surface! energies in Fig. 5~a! for the ^111&

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical values of lattice para
eter a~Å!, elastic moduliC11 ~GPa!, C12 ~GPa!, andC44 ~GPa!, and
the shear modulus in thê111& direction G ~GPa! @G5(C112C12

1C44)/3# for bcc Ta from ourqEAM force fields, the MGPT FF,
and experiments.

a C11 C12 C44 G

qEAM1 3.32 273 138 69.6 68.2
qEAM2 3.35 255 148 60.2 55.7
qEAM3 3.32 257 148 77.3 62.1
MGPTa 3.30 266 161 82.5 62.5
Expt.b 3.30 266 158 87.4 65.1

aReference 9.
bReference 40.
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direction in the$112% plane and Fig. 5~b! for the ^111& direc-
tion in the$110% plane. The results forqEAM1 FF agree very
well with the accurateab initio data.9 Theg surface, which is
the energy profile of two semi-infinite half crystals first di
placed relative to each other by a vector on a crystallograp
plane and then relaxed only in the direction perpendicula
the plane, is considered as an important validation for
accurate modeling bcc screw dislocation behavior.20 Since
the g surfaces^111&/$112% and ^111&/$110% are low energy
processes, the quantitative agreement in these two cas
expected to be most important.9

As described above theqEAM FFs were devised to pro-
duce bulk properties results in good agreement with Q
calculations. Furthermore, we deliberately constraint th

-

FIG. 5. ~a! The ^111& line in the $112% plane and~b! the ^111&
line in the $110% planeg surface energies for bcc Ta as calculat
with the qEAM potentials and theab initio method. In theqEAM
calculations, fixed boundary conditions are applied after either
$112% atomic planes or 16$110% atomic planes on both sides of th
faulted surface.
1-6
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ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS OF KINKS IN 1/2a^111& . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 224101 ~2003!
force fields to provide different core polarization behavio
for screw dislocations. Figure 6 shows the relative ene
~the energy difference between the polarized asymme
cores and the zero polarization symmetric core! as a function
of polarization for the variousqEAM FFs. To obtain the
energies for the nonequilibrium core configurations, we fix
the positions of the six atoms@atomsA to F in Fig. 3~c!# in
the direction of the dislocation line and optimized the ene
for all other atoms. All calculations used a periodic simu
tion cell with parameters ofX53a@112̄#, Y55a@11̄0#, and
Z51/2a@111# ~90 atoms per cell! and the quadruple disloca
tion arrangement.

The open circles in Fig. 6 show the energies~without
structural relaxation! from density-functional theory~DFT!
with the local density approximation~LDA !30,31 using the

FIG. 6. The dependence of the dislocation core energy with
polarization from ourqEAM FFs and from DFT-LDA calculations
The solid lines in the figure show the energy difference for
relaxed structures using theqEAM FFs, while the dashed line
show the results from the energy evaluation of the relaxed st
tures from theqEAM1 FF. The QM results are shown as circles
22410
y
ic
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y
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relaxed atomic configurations obtained from theqEAM1 FF.
These calculations used Hamann type generalized no
conserving pseudopotential for Ta with nonlinear co
correction.32,33We used eightk points in the direction of the
dislocation line and onek point in the normal directions
These calculations predict the symmetric core with the lo
est energy, which is consistent with the previousab initio
results from direct minimization.23,24 Although we did not
optimize the atomic configurations in the DFT-LDA calcul
tions, the fact that the relative energies change very li
when using theqEAM FFs ~dashed lines represent the unr
laxed FF calculations in Fig. 6! indicates that fully optimiza-
tion is unnecessary.

In summary, the three force fields lead to similar prop
ties for Ta except with regard to dislocation core polarizat
behavior:

~1! qEAM1 leads to an equilibrium asymmetric core wi
the polarization of 0.81 and the core polarization curvat
~second derivative of core energy with respect to polarizat
around the equilibrium core configuration! of 0.171 eV.

~2! qEAM2 is adjusted to predict a symmetric dislocatio
core but with the core polarization curvature of 0.127 e
which is close to theqEAM1 FF.

~3! qEAM3 leads to a symmetric core with the core p
larization curvature of 0.285 eV very similar to that from o
ab initio calculation.

We have used theseqEAM FFs to predict the core energ
and Peierls stresses for 1/2a^111& screw dislocations and th
results are in Table II. The dislocation core energy was
tained using the relaxed dislocation quadruple arrays w
system sizes ranging from 1890 to 5670 atoms and
Peierls stress was determined by applying pure shear
various orientations for periodic simulation cells containing
@11̄0# screw dislocation dipole with 11 466 atoms. More d
tails on the computation procedure are in Refs. 11, 25,
34. All threeqEAM FFs lead to a larger core energy than t
ab initio calculation23 (Ec50.86 eV/b, using a core radius
r c52b), but the symmetric cores from theqEAM2 and
qEAM3 FFs have similar core energies (;1.154 eV/b),
only slightly lower than 1.297 eV/b ~the core energy for the
asymmetric core withqEAM1 FF!. Despite their similar dis-
location core structures and energies, theqEAM2 and
qEAM3 FFs lead to dramatically different Peierls stress

ts

e

c-
TABLE II. The calculated core energy (eV/b) and Peierls stresses~in unit of shear modulusG! for 1/2a
^111& screw dislocations in bcc Ta using ourqEAM FFs, the MGPT FF and theab initio methods.x is the
angle between the plane with the maximum shear stress and the neighboring~110! plane.

Force fields

Core energy (eV/b) Peierls stress~G!

r c51.75b rc52b x5230° x50° x530°

qEAM1 1.190 1.297 0.0085 0.0117 0.0170
qEAM2 1.054 1.147 0.0065 0.0068 0.0108
qEAM3 1.063 1.161 0.0132 0.0138 0.0512
MGPTa 0.60 0.0096 0.0102 0.0223
ab initio 0.86b 0.012c 0.027c 0.064c

aReference 9.
bReference 23.
cReference 41.
1-7
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WANG, STRACHAN, ÇAĞIN, AND GODDARD PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 224101 ~2003!
especially in the antitwinning direction (x530°). On the
other hand,qEAM1 FF leads to a Peierls stress similar
qEAM2 FF for all shearing orientations even though th
predict dramatically different core configurations. Referen
25 shows that the dominant factor underlying the magnit
of the Peierls stress in bcc materials is the core polariza
curvature~defined above! because both symmetric and asym
metric cores require changes in the core polarization a
dislocation migrates from one equilibrium site to the ne
Thus, the structure of the equilibrium dislocation core co
figurations has little effect on the Peierls stresses. The
evant quantity is how hard it is to change the polarization
the next sections, we will explore the relationship betwe
the dislocation core properties and the kink properties us
these threeqEAM FFs. Note that theqEAM2 in this work is
actually theqEAM3 in Ref. 25 and theqEAM3 in this work
is theqEAM4 in Ref. 25.

IV. KINKS IN ASYMMETRIC CORE SCREW
DISLOCATIONS

A. Multiplicity

The two degenerate structures of the asymmetric core
1/2a^111& screw dislocations~N andP! lead to two possible
configurations of polarization flips~from P to N and fromN
to P! along the straight screw dislocation line. TheP-N and
N-P are two distinct flip configurations as shown in Fig. 7~a!
with different formation energies. Regarding kinks, we f
cused our interest on those for which the dislocation s
ments are separated by either 1/3a@112̄# @called the right~R!
kinks# or 21/3a@112̄# @called the left~L! kinks#. Figure 7~b!
shows in each category~right or left! of the kinks there are
four combinations of the dislocation core configuration
This leads to eight possible kinks:NRP, NRN, PRP, PRN,
NLP, NLN, PLP, andPLN. Note that theNRNandPRPkinks
are energy degenerate, so areNLN andPLP.

B. Kink and kink pair formation energy

Following the descriptions in Sec. II B, Table III gives th
calculated differential cell energy@first term of the Eq.~3!#
from the simulation and the interaction correction@the sec-
ond term of the Eq.~3!# from Eqs.~4!. To determine the kink
height h and the kink widthw, we calculated the atomic
strain-energy-weighted center of the twelve atoms with
highest strain energies for each Burgers vector thick s
along the dislocation line. Our results show that the dislo
tion is in its equilibrium position in regions far away from
the kink formation region. The kink formation region is th
region 70b<Z<80b shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the average di
tance between two equilibrium positions on the two sides
kink is the kink height h, which is equal to 2.71 Å
(u1/3a^112&u) in our qEAM1 FF simulations. The kink
width w can be estimated in the following way: the part
the dislocation in the kink formation region was fitted to
straight line, then the kink widthw is the distance in the
@111# direction between two intersections of this line wi
two equilibrium dislocation lines separated by the ki
22410
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height. We find the kink widthw is about 10.4b for all kinds
of right kinks and 9.1b for all kinds of left kinks.

We chose the twelve atoms closest to the dislocation
with the highest atomic strain energies to represent the as
metric dislocation core. This provides a definition of the d
location core consistent with the atomic strain energy dis
bution for the equilibrium dislocation in Sec. III C. We als
found in Ref. 34 that the twelve atoms with higher atom
strain energy describe well the variation in the asymme
dislocation core during its translation. Although our resu
for the kink geometrical parameters might depend on
definition of dislocation core, the calculated kink formatio
energies are insensitive to it. Indeed, we find that the val
of the interaction correction from the ‘‘inclined’’ model@Eq.
~4!# deviate by only 0.001 eV for left kinks from the 0.03
eV obtained assuming the ‘‘perpendicular’’ kink model,
which the kink is a pure edge segment that is 2.71
(u1/3a^112&u) long in the^112& direction. This indicates tha
even ignoring the real geometry of the kink causes onl
marginal error in determining the kink formation energ
~e.g., 0.7% for thePLN kink!. We find that theNRP kink
formation energy changes by 0.0003 eV and thePLN kink

FIG. 7. The schematic drawing, nomenclature and calcula
formation energies of the flips and kinks in the asymmetric c
screw dislocations. In the figures, the triangle representsP-type
dislocation and the upside down triangle representsN-type disloca-
tion. ~a! Two kinds of flips exist in screw dislocation. The cor
configuration along a straight dislocation line can flip either fromP
to N ~denoted asP-N! or from N to P ~denoted asN-P!. ~b! There
are four kinds of right kinks~NRP, NRN, PRP, andPRN! and four
kinds of left kinks~NLP, NLN, PLP, andPLN!. The vectorn ~indi-
cated in Fig. 1! is 1/3a@112̄# for right kinks and 1/3a@ 1̄1̄2# for left
kinks.
1-8
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TABLE III. The differential cell energies~eV! from theqEAM1 FF simulations, interaction correction
~eV! from continuum theory using the inclined model@Eq. ~4!#, and the intrinsic formation energies~eV! of
the defects~flips and single isolated kinks! in 1/2a ^111& screw dislocations in Ta. ThePRPkink ~not shown!
has the same formation energy with theNRNkink, so does thePLP kink ~not shown! with the NLN kink.

Configuration
Differential cell energy
1
4 @Ed(cell)2Ep(cell)#

Interaction correctiona

2
1
4 @Ed(inter)2Ep(inter)#

Intrinsic formation energyb

DEf

N-P(flip) 0.572 0 0.572
P-N(flip) 0.005 0 0.005

NRP(right kink) 0.624 0.030 0.654
NRN(right kink) 0.604 0.030 0.634
PRN(right kink) 0.582 0.030 0.612

NLP(left kink) 1.122 0.031 1.153
NLN(left kink) 0.601 0.031 0.632
PLN(left kink) 0.106 0.031 0.137

aThe perpendicular model gives 0.030 eV.
bSee Eq.~3!.
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formation energy by 0.006 eV when we increase the len
of the simulation cell from 136b (LA563b, LB510b, and
LC563b) to 150b (LA570b, LB510b, and LC570b).
Thus our calculated kink formation energies are well co
verged with the length of the simulation cells in the@111#
direction.

A kink pair in 1/2a^111& screw dislocations consists of
left kink and a right kink. If the separation between the l
and right kink is sufficiently large, the formation energy of
kink pair is just the sum of the formation energies of the t
component kinks. Since there are 4 kinds of left kinks an
kinds of right kinks, there are 16 ways to combine pairs
kinks. In some cases, one or two flips are required to fu
the requirement of the dislocation core configuration wh
the kink pair nucleates from a perfect dislocation. Figure
schematically lists 16 kinds of kink pairs and their formati
energies.
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C. Relation of kinks

1. Structural analysis

Figure 9 displays the strain energy profile for dislocati
quadruples containing various right kinks along the dislo
tion lines. The strain energy is computed by summing
atomic strain energies for all atoms in each 1b thick slice
region along the dislocation line. For comparison, the str
energy distribution of a perfect dislocation quadruple in t
same size simulation cell is also plotted. These figures sh
the following.

~1! The NRP kink @Fig. 9~a!# has a single strain energ
maximum at its formation region.

~2! The NRN kink @Fig. 9~b!# has a strain energy maxi
mum at the formation region and a strain energy minim
above its formation region.

~3! The PRN kink @Fig. 9~c!# has a strain energy maxi
mum at the kink formation region and strain energy minim
ll
a-
e
-

te

e

FIG. 8. Calculated formation energies of a
kink pairs in the asymmetric core screw disloc
tions in Ta. The kink pair formation energy is th
summation of the formation energies of the com
ponent single kinks and the required flips. No
that the kink pairPLN-NRPhas the lowest for-
mation energy, which is 0.475 eV lower than th
second lowest kink pair formation energy.
1-9
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FIG. 9. The strain energy distribution for dislocation quadruples with right kinks.~a! TheNRPkink, ~b! theNRNkink, and~c! thePRN
kink.
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on both sides of the formation region.
A similar analysis in Fig. 10 shows the strain energy d

tributions along the dislocation quadruples with various l
kinks. These figures show a strain energy minimum at
PLN kink formation region and a superficial resemblance
the strain energy distributions for theNLN and NLP kinks
~i.e., there is only a strain energy maximum at the kink f
mation region!.

Figure 11 shows the DD maps with various features of
core configurations in the screw dislocation with kinks a
flips. Figure 11~a! displays the dislocation core configuratio
in the central region of the kinks (Z575b of the simulation
cells!. Although the directions of the kink vectors~pointing
from the equilibrium dislocation center in regionA to the
equilibrium dislocation center in regionC as indicated in
Fig. 1! for the left and right kinks are different, the left an
right kinks could have the similar dislocation core config
22410
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f
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rations at the center of the kinks~where the center of the
screw dislocation lies just in between two neighboring eq
librium positions!. In fact, we find that all types of kinks
have identical DD maps at this position. Figures 11~b! and
11~c! show DD maps in the regions surrounding the ki
center~indicated asP-N in Fig. 9 andN-P in Fig. 10!. We
find that the dislocation core configurations in Figs. 11~b!
and 11~c! resemble that in the center of the flips@Fig. 11~d!#
and are similar to the nonpolarized symmetric core. Hen
we find that the strain energy minima for the right kinks
Fig. 9 actually correspond to a low energyP-N flip. We also
find theN-P flip in some left kinks~NLN, PLP, andNLP!.

On the basis of the above analysis some kinks are c
posed of a kink and flips. The relation of the right and le
kinks in 1/2a^111& screw dislocations can be summarized
in the following equations:

NRN5NRP1P-N, ~6a!
1-10
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FIG. 10. The strain energy distribution for the dislocation quadruples with left kinks.~a! thePLN kink, ~b! theNLN kink, and~c! theNLP
kink.
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PRP5P-N1NRP, ~6b!

PRN5P-N1NRP1P-N, ~6c!

NLN5N-P1PLN, ~6d!

PLP5PLN1N-P, ~6e!

NLP5N-P1PLN1N-P. ~6f!

These equations indicate that theNRPkink is the elemen-
tary right kink with all other right kinks being composite
consisting of theNRP kink plus one or twoP-N flips; the
PLN kink is the basic left kink with all other left kinks bein
combinations of thePLN kink plus one or twoN-P flips.
22410
2. Comparison to other calculations

The kink relationship for asymmetric core dislocations
Eq. ~6! provides the first such connection from atomis
level simulations. Although these relations were obtained
ing theqEAM1 FF for Ta, they provide a universal patter
for all bcc metals. To prove this point, we compared all ava
able kink formation energy data in bcc metals from the
erature.

A direct corollary of Eq.~6! is that the kink formation
energy differencesDENRN2DENRP, DEPRN2DENRN, and
(DEPRN2DENRP)/2 should be nearly equal and close to t
P-N flip formation energyDEP-N and the kink formation
energy differencesDENLN2DEPLN, DENLP2DENLN, and
(DENLP2DEPLN)/2 should be similarly close to the forma
tion energy of theN-P flip (DEN-P). It should be mentioned
that the flip in the composite kinks~NRN, PRP, PRN, NLN,
1-11
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WANG, STRACHAN, ÇAĞIN, AND GODDARD PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 224101 ~2003!
PLN, andNLP! is under the different environments from th
isolated flip. The kinks and the flips are only separated byb
in the composite kinks. The close interaction between the
and the kink might relax the total strain energy, such that
kink formation energy differences could be smaller than
corresponding isolated flip formation energy~see Table III!.

Table IV compares the formation energies of the isola
flips and the flips in the composite kinks. Both our resu
~for Ta! and those by Raoet al.19 ~for Mo! show the expected

FIG. 11. The differential displacement maps of the dislocat
core at the regions with characteristic features along the asymm
core 1/2a@111# screw dislocation. The figure~a! shows the atomic
relative displacements at the center of the kink formation reg
(Z575b) while ~b! and ~c! indicate the flips in the kink formation
region~indicated asP-N in Figs. 9 andN-P in Figs. 10! at different
dislocations.~d! The DD map for the isolated flips along the asym
metric core screw dislocations.
22410
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relation of the flip formation energies. We used theqEAM1
FF for Ta as well as the periodic/fixed boundary conditio
in this work, while Ref. 19 employed the MGPT FF for th
Mo and Green’s function boundary conditions. The agr
ment between these two simulations indicates that the r
tion of Eq. ~6! is independent of the employed force field
and boundary conditions.

However, the results by Yanget al.9 using the MGPT FF
for Ta do not show the expected behavior of the flip form
tion energies. Neither do the older calculations
Duesbery17 for K and a-Fe. There are two possible reaso
for this discrepancy. First, the equilibrium dislocation core
our study and Ref. 19 has a large polarization while
dislocation polarization is very small~;0.0042! in Ref. 9. A
smaller polarization of the dislocation implies a smaller d
ference among the kinks in the same category~left or right!.
The composite kinks might not dissociate into a flip and
elementary kink when the dislocation core is only weak
polarized. The second reason could be the incomplete re
ation of the atomistic structures. Duesbery in Ref. 17 u
fixed boundaries where atoms are fixed at the positions
termined by anisotropic elasticity theory in the simulatio
These fixed boundaries could introduce bias in the atomi
relaxation if the simulation cells were not sufficiently larg
in three dimensions.

Reference 35 found the following order of kink pair fo
mation energies:

PLN-NRP,NLN-NRN,NLP-PRN. ~7!

However, no atomistic explanation was proposed. It
straightforward to interpret the above equation using
kinks relations. The kink pairNLN-NRNcan be considered
as the combination of the kink pairPLN-NRPwith a pair of
N-P andP-N flips. Similarly, the kink pairNLP-PRNcan be
considered as the kink pairNLN-NRNplus a pair of theN-P
and P-N flips. Therefore, assuming that a pair ofN-P and
P-N flips contributes positive strain energy to the compos

n
ric

n

TABLE IV. Comparison of the formation energies~in eV! of the flips under different environments.

Materials
Ka

~Duesbery!
a-Fea

~Duesbery!
Mob

~Raoet al.!
Tac

~Yang et al.!
Ta

~present work!

P-N flip
DEP-N 0.048 0.300 0.00 0.03 0.005
DENRN2DENRP 0.043 0.267 20.16 20.11 20.020
DEPRN2DENRN 20.022 20.085 20.15 0.20 20.022

1

2
~DEPRN2DENRP!

0.011 0.091 20.16 0.05 20.021

N-P flip
DEN-P 0.018 0.408 0.21 0.23 0.572
DENLN2DEPLN 0.028 20.322 0.18 0.19 0.495
DENLP2DENLN 0.045 0.126 0.21 0.08 0.521
1
2 (DENLP2DEPLN) 0.037 20.098 0.20 0.14 0.508

aReference 17, using a first-principle interatomic potential for potassium and an empirical interatomic potential for iron.
bReference 19, using the MGPT FF.
cReference 9, using the MGPT FF.
1-12
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ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS OF KINKS IN 1/2a^111& . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 224101 ~2003!
kinks leading to the increasing order in Eq.~7!. Indeed, Eq.
~7! is universal as demonstrated by Table V. All availab
kink pair formation energies, except fora-Fe in Ref. 17,
follow the same trend. Since this sole exception~the empiri-
cal potential for iron! yields negative formation energy fo
two kinds of kinks, we consider this potential to be flawe
On the other hand, the kink pair formation energies in
Mo, Ta, anda-Fe all obey the rule~7!.

V. KINKS IN SYMMETRIC CORE SCREW DISLOCATIONS

The symmetric core has zero polarization and is n
degenerate. As a result there are only two types of kinks~left
kink and right kink! and no~polarization! flip in 1/2a^111&
symmetric core screw dislocations. We obtained relaxed k
configurations for the symmetric core screw dislocations
ing the qEAM2 and qEAM3 FFs and the same periodic
fixed boundary simulation technique.

Table VI gives our results of the height, width, and fo
mation energies for various kinks in the symmetric co
screw dislocations. To evaluate the kink geometrical para
eters, we derived the line shape of the kinks by calculat
the atomic-strain energy-weighted center of the twelve ato
with the highest strain energies for each 1b slice along the
dislocation line. This way to define the dislocation positi
might seem inconsistent with the observation in Sec. III A
that a symmetric dislocation core has only six atoms w
highest atomic strain energies in a straight screw dislocat
However, we must also describe the dislocation core c
figurations in the kink region, such as the state shown in F
11~a!. For the latter case, using the twelve~rather than six!
highest energy atoms allows a better description. Indeed
ing the twelve-atom definition does not lead to any probl
in calculating the equilibrium symmetric core dislocation p
sition since the central six atoms have atomic strain ener
four times larger than others. The calculated heights of
symmetric core kinks are exactly equal tou1/3a^112&u ~2.74
Å for the qEAM2 FF and 2.71 Å for theqEAM3 FF!.

TABLE V. Comparison of formation energies of kink pairs.
the table, ‘‘yes/no’’ indicates whether the calculated kink pair f
mation energies do or do not obey the ruleDEPLN-NRP

,DENLN-NRN,DENLP-PRN.

Materials DEPLN-NRP

~eV!
DENLN-NRN

~eV!
DENLP-PRN

~eV! yes/no

Ka ~Duesbery! 0.076 0.147 0.170 Yes
a-Fea ~Duesbery! 0.241 0.186 0.227 No
Mob ~Raoet al.! 1.62 1.64 1.70 Yes
Tac ~Yang et al.! 0.96 1.04 1.32 Yes
Ta ~present work! 0.791 1.266 1.765 Yes
a-Fed ~Wen et al.! 0.84 1.29 1.94 Yes

aReference 17, using a first-principle interatomic potential for p
tassium and an empirical interatomic potential for iron.

bReference 19, using the MGPT FF.
cReference 9, using the MGPT FF.
dReference 35, using a nudged elastic band method and an E
potential.
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Comparing the results in Table VI for the asymmetric co
kinks and the symmetric core kinks, we find that the sy
metric core kinks span a larger distance (11.4b for the left
kink and 13.8b for the right kink in average! along the dis-
location line than the asymmetric core kinks (9.1b for the
left kink and 10.4b for the right kink!. Most importantly, the
kink pair formation energies for the symmetric core disloc
tions ~0.428 eV from theqEAM2 FF and 0.642 eV from the
qEAM3 FF! are smaller than 0.791 eV from theqEAM1 FF
for the asymmetric core dislocations. This is reasonable
cause that the polarization of the asymmetric dislocation c
causes some atoms to be in compression or tension in
kink formation region~this has been pointed out and di
cussed in Ref. 16! and would lead to higher kink pair forma
tion energy for the asymmetric core dislocation than
symmetric core dislocation. Although theqEAM2 and
qEAM3 FF predict similar equilibrium symmetric cor
structures, they lead to different kink pair formation energi
This implies besides the equilibrium dislocation core stru
ture some other factors also underlie the kink pair format
process. In this work, we observed that increasing the c
polarization curvature from theqEAM2 FF to theqEAM3
FF leads to increase the kink pair formation energy by 0.2
eV. This correlates with the fact the Peierls stress for stra
dislocations also increases with increasing core polariza
curvature~see Ref. 25!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

This paper reports our calculations on the multiplici
structural features, and formation energies of 1/3a^112&
kinks in 1/2a^111& screw dislocations with different cor
structures~asymmetric core and symmetric core!.

Two degenerate asymmetric cores for 1/2a^111& screw
dislocations lead to 2 types of~polarization! flips, 8 kinds of
isolated kinks and 16 combinations of kink pairs. Among t
eight isolated kinks, we find that theNRPkink is the elemen-
tary right kink, thePLN kink is the basic left kink, and the

-

-

M

TABLE VI. Comparison of the kink heighth, the kink widthw,
the isolated kink formation energies, and the kink pair format
energies from the variousqEAM FFs calculations. ThePLN is con-
sidered as the left kink and theNRPas right kink in theqEAM1 FF
simulations. The kink formation energies have been corrected
kink-kink interactions using Eq.~4!.

Force fileds qEAM1 qEAM2 qEAM3

Left kink
heighth ~Å! 2.71 2.74 2.71
width w ~b! 9.1 11.4 11.3
formation energyDE ~eV! 0.137 0.304 0.373

Right kink
heighth ~Å! 2.71 2.74 2.71
width w ~b! 10.4 13.6 14.0
formation energyDE ~eV! 0.654 0.124 0.269

Kink pair
formation energyDE ~eV! 0.791 0.428 0.642
1-13
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others are the composites of the elementary kinks and fl
In contrast, for screw dislocations with symmetric co

there is only one right kink, one left kink, and one kind
kink pair. We find the kink pair formation energies for th
symmetric core dislocations~0.428 eV from theqEAM2 FF
and 0.642 eV from theqEAM3 FF! are smaller than 0.791
eV from the qEAM1 FF for the asymmetric core disloca
tions, indicating the equilibrium dislocation core structure
an important factor in determining the kink pair formatio
energy in bcc Ta. Furthermore, we find that the calcula
kink pair formation energies for the two symmetric cor
studied differ by as much as 0.214 eV~based on the two
force fields leading to similar equilibrium symmetric cor
but different core polarization curvature! implying that core
polarization curvature may also be a critical quantity in d
termining kink formation energies.

All our calculated kink pair formation energies are low
than the experimental result@0.98 eV ~Ref. 36!#. However,
the determined kink height in that measurement was 1
times the valueua/3^112&u for the unit kink height in our
study. Thus the experimental formation energy for a pair
kinks connecting the nearest neighboring positions migh
lower than 0.98 eV and might agree with our result. In t
mesoscopic simulation by Tanget al.37 the zero temperature
kink pair activation enthalpy was determined to be 1.08
much higher than our results. Stainieret al.38 found that the
kink pair formation energy of 0.70 eV~only 9% higher than
our result from theqEAM3 FF! by optimally fitting to the
experimental data of Mitchell and Spitzig39 ~temperature de-
pendence of stress-stain curves and strain-rate dependen
stress-strain curves! in their micromechanical model.

All three qEAM FFs for Ta in this work reproduce theab
initio results of~i! zero temperature energy and pressure a
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